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Trail Name:  

Gibson Creek Trailhead Rainbow/FSR 173 Loop (Trail # 1336/FSR 173, TH Elev. 9,240’).  

Trail Location: 
From the Shell station on CO Hwy 69 in Westcliffe, drive west on CR 160 (Hermit Road) for about 6 miles 

until CR160 veers to the left – continue straight on what appears to be Hermit Road, but is actually CR 164 

(Sampson Ridge Road on some maps). Follow CR 164 through several bends for about  1.5 miles to CR 172 

(N. Taylor Rd) and turn left (west). Follow CR 172 west until it ends at the Gibson Creek Trailhead parking 

area. All roads are accessible with a standard 2WD vehicle. Maps:  USGS Topo Quad: Beckwith Mountain 

USFS San Isabel National Forest; National Geographic Trails Illustrated Map Sangre de Cristo Mountains. 

Trail Summary: 
Accessibility:  Trail 1336 can be travelled by foot, horseback, ATV (50” wide or less), motor bike or bicycle. 

FSR 173 up to Rainbow Trail can be accessed by all vehicles, depending on condition of the road. At times a 

4WD vehicle is required. There is not any parking on FSR 173 near Rainbow Trail. 

 

Trail Length and Type:  2.6 miles loop 

 

Vertical Gain and Steepness:  400' gain; 95% E, 5% M 

 

Surface/Terrain:  100% E 

Trail Experience: 
This loop trail is a wonderful “walk in the woods”. From the Gibson Creek parking area, Rainbow Trail is 

accessed via a short walk up the spur trail. At the intersection with Rainbow you head south. If you have had 

experience with Rainbow Trail in other areas, what you will notice very soon is how smooth, and easy to 

walk on, the trail surface is. You will cross Gibson Creek within about 100’ of the intersection with the spur 

trail. From the creek the trail winds through the woods and remains relatively flat for about ½ mile.  

Key:  
Vertical Gain/Steepness:  E=Easy, 0’ to 400’ gain per mile 

   M=Moderate, 400’ to 800’ gain per mile 

   D=Difficult, 800’ to 1200’ gain per mile 

   X=Extreme, 1200’ + gain per mile 

Surface/Terrain:  E=Easy, mostly sand, dirt or pine needle covered on established trail 

   M=Moderate, small rocks and roots present on established trail 

   D=Difficult, loose and rocky on established trail 

   X=Extreme, very loose, with large rocks  and possibly scrambling required. Trail  

         may not be established or easily recognizable 
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At about mile 0.35 you will encounter the signs of 

an old mine. You can see tailings off to your left, 

and if you walk out onto the tailings pile a short 

way, you will be able to see a small pond down the 

slope a couple hundred feet. 

Beyond the first mine location Rainbow Trail 

remains relatively flat for another 0.3 miles or so. At 

this point the trail does take a turn upslope, but 

only briefly. At mile 0.85 you will reach the Verde 

Creek crossing, and the second (and last) mine 

location on the hike. Please keep in mind that these 

old mines can be dangerous, so do not enter anything that may look like a shaft or tunnel. Also, in some case 

private property boundaries are very close to the Rainbow trail in this area, so stay on the trail and heed all 

postings. 

 Once past Verde Creek you will encounter another 

steep, but short, incline on the trail. At mile 1.25 

you will reach the junction with FSR 173. Go left on 

this road, which will have you now heading NE. The 

next mile will be downhill, sometimes in national 

forest and sometimes not, until you reach the 

junction with CR 172. Here things should look a little 

familiar since you drove past this point to get to the 

Gibson Creek parking area. Go left on CR 172 and 

walk the last 0.4 miles uphill to your vehicle. 

Whether you are looking for a quick walk in the 

forest, just getting started with your hiking routine and not interested in attempting a full blown Sangre de 

Cristo hike, or you have a guest visiting who is not very acclimated to “the big hills” in our beautiful valley, 

this may be the hike for you. Other hikes that are similar to this in terms of difficulty are the Comanche-

Venable Loop (TFA051619.1.V1) and the Horn Creek-Rainbow Loop (TFA012019.1.V2). 

 

(full map on next page) 
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 Map – Gibson Creek Rainbow/FSR 173 Loop (Trail #1336/FSR 173)  

 

 

 

The Legal Stuff:  The information contained in these trail summaries is intended to be a supplement to the typical 

tools and references used by people who are well prepared to venture into the mountains. Always carry a map 

specific to the area you are exploring. Failure to have the necessary experience, physical conditioning, and supplies 

or equipment can result in injury or death. Trails For All provides no warranties, either express or implied, that the 

information provided in our published Trail Summaries is 100% accurate or reliable. By using any information 

provided, you agree to absolve Trails For All from any responsibility for damage or other liability arising from the 

use of Trails For All Trail Summaries. 

 


